CREATIVE WASHTENAW HAPPY HOUR (CWHH)
For those who work and/or play in the arts, creative and cultural organizations and businesses and are members of The Arts Alliance*, CWHH is an-easy-no-set-agenda monthly gathering rotating throughout the county.

CWHH MERIT POINTS and RANKING SYSTEM
(Unique merit badges for each rank may be forthcoming!).
CWHH members agree to abide by an honor system where they accurately record their own points-earning activities and inform the point master as appropriate

Upon enrollment in CWHH, members will receive:

- 10 points for showing up during CW Happy Hours, plus 5 points for every additional hour of attendance after the first hour.
- 25 points for hosting CWHH at one’s domicile, in addition to attendance points.
- 10 points for every new CW brought to CWHH, 50 points if that person joins The Arts Alliance.
- 5 points for every new CW introduced by email and added to CWHH mailing list.
- 10 points for attending another CWHH member’s event, show, exhibition, etc.
- 5 point for every hour helping another CWHH member with an event or project.
- 5 points for every application, submission, audition or call for art rejected.
- 20 points for every application or call for art rejected after a site visit, second review or call back.
- 100 points for every year you have been, and continue to be, a member of The Arts Alliance.

Points shall earn you honor and respect across the field:

- For 200 points, you will be conferred the rank of *(EDHH’s: Cat Herder)*
- For 300 points, you will be conferred the rank of *(EDHH’s: Meeting Master)*
- For 400 points, you will be conferred the rank of *(EDHH’s: Overhead Tamer)*
- For 500 points, you will be conferred the rank of *(EDHH’s: Double Bottom liner)*
- For 600 points, you will be conferred the rank of *(EDHH’s: Collective Impactor)*
- For 700 points, you will be conferred the rank of *(EDHH’s: Fiscal Warrior)*
- For 800 points, you will be conferred the rank of *(EDHH’s: Synergy Harvester)*
- For 900 points, you will be conferred the rank of *(EDHH’s: Paradigm Shifter)*
- For 1000 points, you will be conferred the rank of *(EDHH’s: Full-Metal Outcomist - pun on “alchemist,” get it?!! - and will forward be addressed as “Supreme Director [firstname]*)*
- For 2000 points, you will be conferred the rank of *(EDHH’s: Equity Ninja and will forward be addressed as “Supreme Exalted Director [first name]*)*
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